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OBJECTIVES

Create a Event Tool Kit that provides a  
DNA presence and experience at events
to create  impact, awareness and content.

CONSIDERATIONS

DEMO STATIONS
PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES
GRAPHICS & WAY FINDING
DECOR
SWAG
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DEMO STATIONS
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORSINGLE DEMO

PURE MONSTER

PURE POWER

Use this almost anywhere a surface is available.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, a translucence  
plex or high density foam with laminate or 
painted sealant.

Files will be made available shortly.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORSHARED DEMO

PURE MONSTER

PURE POWER

Use this almost anywhere a surface is available.
This options creates an opportunity for user to 
share the experience.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, a translucence  
plex or high density foam with laminate or 
 painted sealant.

Multiple tablets could be incorporated,

Files will be made available shortly.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved, love it!
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DNA SCULPTURES
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORXL DNA

Use this in the middle of street, field,  
on a stage or along a wall.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

At night it could illuminate with internal lights, or
external projections of curated or streaming  
content from another venue.

Could provide a service such as charging station, 
Wi-Fi hot spot and if laid on it side, a place to sit. 
Or it could provide all 3 services at once.

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, r a translucence 
plex if interior illumination is wanted.

Additional branding, messaging and information
should be minimal and subtle. Use a high grade
die cut laminate or vinyl to do so.

Encourage people interact with it 
as a photo opp or a canvas!

Build it well. It’s large and most likely would need 
to be used outside.

Files will be made available shortly.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved. typos in body copy - fyi.

If people are encouraged to interact, it might be too big for photo width
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORXL ALPHA

Use this in the middle of street, field,  
on a stage or along a wall.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

At night it could illuminate with internal lights, or
external projections of curated or streaming  
content from another venue.

Could provide a service such as charging station, 
Wi-Fi hot spot and if laid on it side, a place to sit. 
Or it could provide all 3 services at once.

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, r a translucence 
plex if interior illumination is wanted.

Additional branding, messaging and information
should be minimal and subtle. Use a high grade
die cut laminate or vinyl to do so.

Encourage people interact with it as a  
photo opp or a canvas!

Build it well. It’s large and most likely would need 
to be used outside.

Files will be made available shortly.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved
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Use this DNA as a demo bar or a stand alone the 
middle of street, field, on a stage, along a wall or 
in the middle of a room.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

If used with a bar top, the top should be glass so 
the brand is not obstructed.

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, or a translucence 
plexi  if interior illumination is wanted.

Only additional messages should drive online or 
to social media and should be very subtle. 
Use a high grade die cut laminate or adhesive 
vinyl if necessary.

Encourage people interact with it as a 
 photo opp or a canvas!

LARGE  DNA 

Files will be made available shortly.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved
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Use this Alpha to create sharable content.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Place it in unexpected places for an  
element of surprise.

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, or a translucence 
plexi  if interior illumination is wanted. At this 
scale high density foam, with laminate or paint 
would be a good option.

Only additional messages should drive online or 
to social media and should not be in a  
predominate location. Use a high grade die cut 
laminate or adhesive vinyl if necessary.

Encourage people interact with it!

LARGE ALPHA 

FILE: 

DNA_SCULPTURES > DNA_ALPHA_STANDING_120822.skp

Please contact JULi at Cinco if additional formats are needed.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved, please add photo bomb example
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Use this DNA as a decorative piece.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Place it in unexpected places for an  
element of surprise.

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, or a translucence 
plexi  if interior illumination is wanted. At this 
scale high density foam, with laminate or paint 
would be a good option.

Only additional messages should drive online or 
to social media and should not be in a  
predominate location. Use a high grade die cut 
laminate or adhesive vinyl if necessary.

Encourage people interact with it as a  
photo opp or a canvas!

MEDIUM DNA

FILE: 

DNA_SCULPTURES > DNA_ALPHA_STANDING_120822.skp

Please contact JULi at Cinco if additional formats are needed.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved
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Use this DNA as a decorative table top piece  
or take-away.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Place it in unexpected places for an  
element of surprise.

Materials should either be a white high gloss,  
mirrored or chrome material, a translucence  
substrate if interior illumination is wanted. 
At this scale foam or die cut paper board stock 
would work well.

Only additional messages should drive online  
or to social media and should not be in a  
predominate location. Print directly on or use 
 adhesive vinyl if necessary.

SMALL DNA & ALPHA

FILE: 

DNA_SCULPTURES > DNA_ALPHA_STANDING_120822.skp

Please contact JULi at Cinco if additional formats are needed.

FILE: 

DNA_SCULPTURES > DNA_ALPHA_STANDING_120822.skp

Please contact JULi at Cinco if additional formats are needed.

tbenson
Sticky Note
approved
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GRAPHICS
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORSTEP & REPEAT BACKDROPS
For entrances and photo opps for sponsored events.

IN MY DNA STEP & REPEAT  WITH  SPONSORS  (BLACK & WHITE  COLOR OPTIONS): 

MECHS > DNA_STEP&REPEAT > MONSTER + SPONSORS 

ALPHA ONLY STEP & REPEAT   (9 COLOR OPTIONS)
MECHS > DNA_STEP&REPEAT > ALPHA_ONLY

tbenson
Sticky Note
need outdoor photo moment "step and repeat for skate parks, etc"
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We’ll provide templates featuring the Alpha for attract and way-finding purposes.

8.5 x 11 FLYER TEMPLATES  (10 COLOR OPTIONS): 

DNA_POSTER&FLYER_TEMPLATES > MON_DNA_8.5x 11_template

11 x 17  FLYER TEMPLATES  (10 COLOR OPTIONS)

DNA_POSTER&FLYER_TEMPLATES > MON_DNA_11x17_template

24 x 36  POSTER TEMPLATES  (10 COLOR OPTIONS)

DNA_POSTER&FLYER_TEMPLATES > MON_DNA_24x36_template

TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORPOSTERS & FLYERS

PRESENTS

EVENT TITLE

APT #1000 
102 NE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND

Lorem ipsum dolor  
sit amet, consectetur  
adipiscing elit.

DIGITAL CALLOUT

 

#INMYDNA

PRESENTS

EVENT TITLE

APT #1000 
102 NE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND

Lorem ipsum dolor  
sit amet, consectetur  
adipiscing elit.

DIGITAL CALLOUT

 

#INMYDNA

PRESENTS

EVENT TITLE

APT #1000 
102 NE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND

Lorem ipsum dolor  
sit amet, consectetur  
adipiscing elit.

DIGITAL CALLOUT

 

#INMYDNA

PRESENTS

EVENT TITLE

APT #1000 
102 NE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND

Lorem ipsum dolor  
sit amet, consectetur  
adipiscing elit.

DIGITAL CALLOUT

 

#INMYDNA

PRESENTS

EVENT TITLE

APT #1000 
102 NE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND

Lorem ipsum dolor  
sit amet, consectetur  
adipiscing elit.

DIGITAL CALLOUT

 

#INMYDNA

#INMYDNA

PRESENTS

EVENT TITLE

APT #1000 
102 NE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND

Lorem ipsum dolor  
sit amet, consectetur  
adipiscing elit.

DIGITAL CALLOUT

 

tbenson
Sticky Note
need teaser posters for wild postings
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For engage and connect communication around product.

PRODUCT BANNER & ONE SHEET

FILE: 

DNA_ONE_SHEET

FRONT

BACK

FILE:

DNA_BANNER 

PURE MONSTER
IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE

From the engineers that brought you  

Beats by Dr. Dre™, comes Monster DNA.  

Pure Monster sound for a new era. 

DNA let’s your music be free, clear and  

easy to share. It lets you hear every detail,  

feel every beat and express any idea.

It’s what’s inside that matters, so play on.

PURE MONSTER
IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE

From the engineers that brought you  
Beats by Dr. Dre™, comes Monster DNA. 
It’s pure Monster sound for a new era.  

DNA let’s your music be free, clear and 
open to share. It lets you hear every detail, 
feel every beat and express any idea. 

It’s what’s inside that matters, so play on.

MONSTERPRODUCTS.COM/DNA

PURE MONSTER SOUND BRINGS
YOUR MUSIC TO LIFE 
 
FREE RANGE

With DNA you don’t have to choose between deep 

bass or crystal details. So sounds are distinct and 

separate, making your music rich, fresh and clear.

CUT THE NOISE

Their comfortable noise-isolating cushions are 

designed to lock in sound so you can listen music 

for hours and hours without distraction.

MADE SOLID

Whether your headphones are stuffed in a bag 

or worn constantly, DNA’s durable materials help 

withstand whatever your life throws at them.

PASS IT ON

DNA’s dual-port inputs allow up to five headphones 

to connect and share audio. Plug in and pass it on.

MONSTERPRODUCTS.COM/DNA

COPY HAS NOT BEEN APPROVED

tbenson
Sticky Note
Overall nice.  Need consistency in caps whenever we mention Pure Mosnter or Pure Monster Sound.

tbenson
Sticky Note
When we have DNA without logo lockup, yet still have lock up on page (bottom right corner), we need to take credit in the copy for Monster.  In the FREE RANGE section, we would then shift to "With Monster DNA...." to at least land it once at the beginning if this makes sense
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SWAG
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORSWAG_SHIRTS

FILE:

DNA_SHIRT_TOTE_ALPHA_GRAPHIC (BLACK & WHITE)

ART FILE

 DNA_SHIRT_TOTE_BACK_PRINT (BLACK & WHITE)

tbenson
Sticky Note
great.  approved
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORSWAG_TOTE

FILE

 DNA_SHIRT_TOTE_ALPHA_GRAPHIC (BLACK & WHITE)

FILE

 DNA_SHIRT_TOTE_BACK_PRINT (BLACK & WHITE)

tbenson
Sticky Note
overall good execution bc it lands monster , dna, alpha
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TYPOGRAPHY  _  COLORSWAG_USB

FILE

DNA_USB_DRIVE (FIVE COLORS)

tbenson
Sticky Note
monster /dna lock up
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SWAG_MISC

GRAPHIC FILES CAN BE MADE AVAILABLE IF NEEDED
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THANKS!




